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Dear Mr. Warren: 

 

 As Administrator of the Division of Criminal Investigation (“DCI”), you have been asked 

to respond to requests under the public records law for records related to investigations of the 

legislative caucuses and the Milwaukee County pension matter.  Investigators interviewed public 

employees and public officials as part of both investigations.  Section 19.356(2)(a) of the 

Wisconsin Statutes requires that authorities1 provide notice to a “record subject” before releasing 

certain records.  The record subject then has the right to challenge the decision to release those 

records in court.  Sec. 19.356(4), Wis. Stats.  Another section of the law provides that an 

authority must provide notice before releasing records of public officials.  Sec. 19.356(9), Wis. 

Stats.  A public official may augment the record to be released but does not have the right to 

challenge the release in court.  Id.  You ask to what extent the law requires that you give notice. 

 

 Section 19.356(1) provides: 

 

 Except as authorized in this section or as otherwise provided by statute, 

no authority is required to notify a record subject prior to providing to a requester 

access to a record containing information pertaining to that record subject, and no 

                                                 
 1Section 19.32(1) provides: 

  

 “Authority” means any of the following having custody of a record:  a state or 

local office, elected official, agency, board, commission, committee, council, department 

or public body corporate and politic created by constitution, law, ordinance, rule or 

order; a governmental or quasi-governmental corporation except for the Bradley center 

sports and entertainment corporation; a local exposition district under subch. II of 

ch. 229; a family care district under s. 46.2895; any court of law; the assembly or senate; 

a nonprofit corporation which receives more than 50% of its funds from a county or a 

municipality, as defined in s. 59.001(3), and which provides services related to public 

health or safety to the county or municipality; a nonprofit corporation operating the 

Olympic ice training center under s. 42.11(3); or a formally constituted subunit of any of 

the foregoing. 
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person is entitled to judicial review of the decision of an authority to provide a 

requester with access to a record.   

 

 Section 19.356(2)(a) provides that if an authority decides to permit access to a record 

under the public records law, it must provide notice to any record subject “to whom the record 

pertains” but only for the following records: 

 

 1.  A record containing information relating to an employee that is created 

or kept by the authority and that is the result of an investigation into a 

disciplinary matter involving the employee or possible employment-related 

violation by the employee of a statute, ordinance, rule, regulation, or policy of the 

employee’s employer.   

 

 2.  A record obtained by the authority through a subpoena or search 

warrant.   

  

 3.  A record prepared by an employer other than an authority, if that 

record contains information relating to an employee of that employer, unless the 

employee authorizes the authority to provide access to that information.   

 

 Section 19.32(2g) defines “[r]ecord subject” as “an individual about whom personally 

identifiable information is contained in a record.”  Section 19.32(1bg) defines “[e]mployee” as 

“any individual who is employed by an authority, other than an individual holding local public 

office or a state public office, or any individual who is employed by an employer other than an 

authority.”  It is not necessary to consider the definitions of local public office and state public 

office in this opinion.  Sec. 19.32(1dm) and (4), Wis. Stats.   

 

 The Wisconsin Supreme Court has summarized the general framework for statutory 

interpretation:   

 

We assume that the legislature’s intent is expressed in the statutory language. . . . 

Thus . . . statutory interpretation begins with the language of the statute.  If the 

meaning of the statute is plain, we ordinarily stop the inquiry.  Statutory language 

is given its common, ordinary, and accepted meaning, except that technical or 

specially-defined words or phrases are given their technical or special 

definitional meaning.  Context is important to meaning.  So, too, is the structure 

of the statute in which the operative language appears.  Therefore, statutory 

language is interpreted in the context in which it is used; not in isolation but as 

part of a whole; in relation to the language of surrounding or closely-related 

statutes; and reasonably, to avoid absurd or unreasonable results.  Statutory 

language is read where possible to give reasonable effect to every word, in order 

to avoid surplusage.  If this process of analysis yields a plain, clear statutory 
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meaning, then there is no ambiguity, and the statute is applied according to this 

ascertainment of its meaning. 

 

State ex rel. Kalal v. Circuit Court, 2004 WI 58, ¶¶ 44-46, 271 Wis. 2d 633, 681 N.W.2d 110 

(citations, quotations marks and paragraph breaks omitted). 

 

 Applying these directions, it is clear that section 19.356(1) states the general rule:  no 

record subject is entitled to notice or judicial review prior to release of a record pertaining to that 

record subject except as specifically provided.  Subsections (2)(a)1., 2. and 3. require 

notification, but only when an authority proposes to release certain records. 

 

 Subsection (2)(a)2. is unambiguous.  If DCI has obtained a record through a subpoena or 

a search warrant, DCI must provide the requisite notice before releasing the records.  The duty to 

notify, however, does not require notice to every record subject who happens to be named in the 

subpoena or search warrant records.  Under subsection (2)(a), DCI must serve written notice of 

the decision to release the record to “any record subject to whom the record pertains.”  Similarly, 

subsection (1) limits the duty to notify a record subject to situations when an authority is 

“providing to a requestor access to a record containing information pertaining to that record 

subject.”  The limiting phrases “pertaining to that record subject” and “to whom the record 

pertains” evidence a clear legislative intent to limit the universe of individuals who must be 

notified, because the general definition of record subject in section 19.32(2g), without the 

limiting phrases, would clearly require notification to any “individual about whom personally 

identifiable information is contained in a record.”  If the Legislature had intended that notice be 

given to any individual about whom the record contained personally identifiable information, it 

would not have limited the general definition of record subject by requiring that the record 

“pertain” to a record subject. 

 

 Making the notice provisions apply to any individual mentioned in records obtained by 

subpoena or search warrant would make the limiting language of section 19.356(1) and (2)(a) 

surplusage, a result to be avoided.  The duty to notify requires notice only to the record subject to 

whom the record proposed to be released pertains, for example, the person named in a subpoena 

or the person whose residence is the object of a search warrant.  A record may “pertain” to more 

than one individual, but the mere fact that the record contains personally identifiable information 

about an individual, for example, the individual’s name, does not mean that individual is entitled 

to be notified that the record is proposed to be released. 

 

 Subsection (2)(a)3. requires that DCI provide notice if it is going to release a record 

prepared by an employer other than an authority, that is a private sector employer, if the record 

contains information relating to an employee of that employer, unless the employee authorizes 

access to the information.  At first, subsection (2)(a)3. appears to be unambiguous; an authority 

may not release a record prepared by a private sector employer if the record contains information 

relating to an employee of that employer, unless the employee authorizes the release.  The 
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subsection on its face allows the private sector employee to veto the release of the information. 

But subsection (2)(a)1. appears to authorize an authority to release information relating to 

employment related matters of both public and private sector employees after providing the 

requisite notice.  Ambiguity can be created by the interaction of two statutes.  Marquardt v. 

Milwaukee County, 2000 WI App 77, ¶ 12, 234 Wis. 2d 294, 610 N.W.2d 496. 

Subsections 19.356(2)(a)3., and (2)(a)1. are rendered ambiguous because of their interaction. 

Because the two subsections are ambiguous, the statute’s legislative history, as well as its scope, 

context and purpose, may be consulted when attempting to properly interpret the statute.  Kalal, 

271 Wis. 2d 633, ¶¶ 47-48. 

 

 Section 19.356 was created by 2003 Wisconsin Act 47.  That Act was recommended by 

the Joint Legislative Council’s Special Committee on Review of the Open Records Law 

(“Committee”).  A search of the Committee’s materials on file at the Legislative Reference 

Bureau reveals that the exact language of subsection 19.356(2)(a)3. was inserted in the 

legislation at the request of the Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce Association 

(“Association”) representative.  (James Buchen letter of December 9, 2002.)  In that letter, the 

Association expressed its concern that without the amendment, the legislation would treat private 

and public employees identically, despite the fact that public employees expect to be subject to 

greater public scrutiny.  The letter also notes that the private employee’s employment 

relationship is with a private employer, not the government.  Furthermore, a company or 

contractor, not the individual private employee, enters into an employment relationship with the 

governmental entity.  The letter also expressed concern that without the amendment, private 

employers were being asked to surrender the privacy rights of their employees whenever the 

employer chose to contract with a governmental entity. 

 

 The letter from the Association was presented to the Committee at the Committee’s last 

meeting.  The Committee subsequently voted to propose the legislation by mail ballot.  The Staff 

Memorandum sent to the Committee with the mail ballot describes the legislation as providing 

that a private sector employee would be entitled to “notice and appeal rights regarding a record 

naming that employee, except that the name and other personally identifiable information 

relating to an employee of a prevailing wage employer will be closed to public access.” 

Wisconsin Legislative Council Staff Memo No. 2 (Jan. 15, 2003), at 2 (emphasis supplied). 

 

 There is no doubt that the Staff Memorandum does not accurately describe the effect of 

section 19.356(2)(a)3.; it also does not discuss the interaction between that subsection and 

subsection (2)(a)1.  Because the language of subsection (2)(a)3. is on its face unambiguous, and 

because it was added for the specific and stated purpose of providing greater rights to private 

sector employees, I must conclude that to the extent there is any conflict between 

subsection (2)(a)3. and subsection (2)(a)1., subsection (2)(a)3. trumps subsection (2)(a)1.  I 

realize this conclusion makes part of the private sector employee notification provisions of 

subsection (2)(a)1. surplusage, but the conclusion seems inescapable. 
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 To the extent any of the requested records you propose to release are records prepared by 

a private employer and those records contain information pertaining to one of that employer’s 

employees, you should not release the information without obtaining authorization from the 

individual employee. 

 

 Subsection 19.356(2)(a)1. requires an authority to provide notice if it proposes to release 

a record containing information relating to an employee that is created or kept by the authority 

and that is the result of an investigation into a disciplinary matter involving the employee or a 

possible employment-related violation by the employee of a statute, ordinance, rule, regulation 

or policy of the employee’s employer.  Because the subsection refers to records that are “created 

or kept” by the authority, the statute includes within its ambit not only an authority’s records of 

its employees, but also the covered records of someone who is not an employee of the authority. 

Because section 19.32(1)(bg) includes within the definition of “employee” “any individual who 

is employed by an authority . . . or any individual who is employed by an employer other than an 

authority,” an authority must provide whatever notice is required whenever it proposes to release 

records covered under this subsection of employees, public or private.  As noted above, to the 

extent the records involve records prepared by a private sector employer and contain information 

relating to an employee of that private employer, the private employee may veto release of the 

records. 

 

 Subsection (2)(a)1. refers to records that are the result of an investigation into either a 

disciplinary matter involving the employee or possible employment-related violation by the 

employee of a statute, ordinance, rule, regulation or policy of the employee’s employer. 

Although records of a disciplinary matter involving an employee would ordinarily be understood 

as records created by the employee’s employer, the statute can be read as requiring the notice 

when there has been an investigation of possible employment-related violation by the employee 

and the investigation is conducted by some entity other than the employee’s employer.  To the 

extent subsection (2)(a)1. can be read as including records relating to an employee that are the 

result of an investigation by someone other than the employee’s employer, the statute is 

ambiguous.  See Kalal, 271 Wis. 2d 633, ¶ 47 (a statute is ambiguous if its language reasonably 

gives rise to different meanings). 

 

 As noted earlier, section 19.356 was created by 2003 Wisconsin Act 47.  According to 

the Committee’s prefatory note, the Committee was directed to review the Wisconsin Supreme 

Court decisions in Woznicki v. Erickson, 202 Wis. 2d 178, 549 N.W.2d 699 (1996) and 

Teachers’ Ed. Ass’n v. Bd. of Sch. Directors, 227 Wis. 2d 779, 596 N.W.2d 403 (1999).  In 

Woznicki, the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that a school district employee had the right to 

judicial review of a district attorney’s decision to release records concerning that employee and, 

consequently, the employee was entitled to notice of the district attorney’s decision to release the 

records.  In Klein v. Wisconsin Resource Center, 218 Wis. 2d 487, 582 N.W.2d 44 

(Ct. App. 1998), the court of appeals expanded the holding in Woznicki, holding that when 

access is sought under the public records law to any records which pertain to an individual, the 
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individual has the right to notification if the record custodian agrees to release the information 

and the right to seek a circuit court review of that decision.  Klein, 218 Wis. 2d at 494.  In the 

Milwaukee Teachers case, the Supreme Court formally extended to any public employee the 

right to notice about, and judicial review of, a custodian’s decision to release personnel 

information implicating the privacy or reputational interest of the individual public employee. 

 

 The Committee’s prefatory note comments: 

 

Further, the logical extension of these opinions is that the right to notice and the 

right to judicial review may extend to any record subject, regardless of whether 

the record subject is a public employee. 

 

 This bill partially codifies Woznicki and Milwaukee Teachers’.  In 

general, the bill applies the rights afforded by Woznicki and Milwaukee Teachers’ 

only to a defined set of records pertaining to employees residing in Wisconsin. 

As an overall construct, records relating to employees under the bill can be 

placed in the following three categories: 

 

 . . . . 

 

 2.  Employee-related records that may be released under the balancing test 

only after a notice of impending release and the right of judicial review have been 

provided to the employee record subject. 

 

2003 Wisconsin Act 47, Joint Legislative Council Prefatory Note (underlining added). 

 

 The Committee’s Report to the Legislature on the bill drafts is even more specific:  it 

describes the bills as requiring notice when an authority decides to release a record containing 

information about: 

 

  A public sector or private sector employee disciplinary matter, following an 

 investigation. 

 

  A private sector employee, unless the private sector employee authorizes the 

 public body to provide access to that information.   

 

 Any person, when the information is obtained through a subpoena or search. 

 

Wisconsin Legislative Council Report to the Legislature, Special Committee on Review of the 

Open Records Law, RL 2003-01 (Mar. 25, 2003), at 3. 
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 In its first substantive meeting, the Committee discussed an initial “draft” bill that was 

really a compilation of three different bills that had been considered but not passed during the 

previous Legislature.  At that meeting, the Committee selected a version of subsection (2) that 

contained an exception to the notice provision of subsection (2)(a) that provided: 

 

 (d)  Paragraph (a) does not apply to an investigation by an authority who 

or which is charged with the responsibility to enforce a law, ordinance, rule, or 

regulation that is applicable to individuals other than officers or employees of the 

authority or persons under contract with the authority unless the investigation 

involves an officer or employee of the authority or a person under contract with 

the authority. 

 

WLC: 0276/1, sec. 3, at 6; Committee Minutes (Sept. 23, 2002), at 2. 

 

 At the following Committee meeting, November 18, 2002, the Committee deleted the 

exception.  One could conclude, therefore, that it was the Committee’s intention that records of 

that kind of investigation, investigations by entities other than the employee’s employer, be 

subject to the notice requirement.  But the Committee minutes never explain or comment upon 

the deletion.  If the Committee made a public policy choice, it did not explain that choice. 

Similarly, if the Committee thought the provision was unnecessary, it did not explain that 

reasoning.  What was not included in the final legislation is of little assistance in interpreting the 

final legislation when the deletions are made without explanation or comment. 

 

 Interpreting subsection (2)(a)1. as requiring notification not only when an authority 

proposes to release employment-related records prepared by an employee’s employer, but also 

records prepared by other entities, would be contrary to the Committee’s stated goal of limiting 

the scope of required notification under Woznicki and its progeny.  That interpretation would also 

lead to anomalous results:  for example, if a law enforcement agency conducted an investigation 

into whether a private sector employee stole from his employer, the employee would be entitled 

to notice before the law enforcement agency released the records, but the law enforcement 

agency could release records of an investigation into whether the same individual committed a 

sexual assault without providing notice if the sexual assault was not employment related. 

Furthermore, that interpretation of the statute would mean that the law enforcement agency could 

not release records of an investigation for any job-related infraction alleged to have been 

committed by any public employee without first providing notice to the employee and allowing 

the employee to challenge the release of the records.  Interpreting this subsection as requiring 

notification before releasing records of law enforcement investigation of employment-related 

violations would also mean that a municipal employee who stole from his employer would be 

entitled to notification and could challenge the release of the police records of that investigation 

but, if the same individual stole from an organization in which he was a volunteer, the police 

investigative records could be released without notification.  An arrest record of a private sector 

employee arrested for an offense involving his or her employment could not be released without 
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notifying the individual.  That result is directly contrary to the holding of Newspapers, Inc. v. 

Breier, 89 Wis. 2d 417, 279 N.W.2d 179 (1979), in which the Wisconsin Supreme Court held 

that arrest records are available to the press and public “at any time when the custodian’s office 

is open for business and the ‘arrest list’ or the police ‘blotter’ is not actually being used for the 

making of entries therein.”  Breier, 89 Wis. 2d at 440. 

 

 I am unwilling to conclude that the Committee and the Legislature would so radically 

change not only Wisconsin’s public records statutes, but also Wisconsin’s common law 

involving police records, without any report of the discussion or reasons for the change. 

Subsection (2)(a)1. therefore must be interpreted as requiring notification when an authority 

proposes to release records in its possession that are the result of an investigation by an employer 

into a disciplinary or other employment matter involving an employee.  This interpretation of 

subsection (2)(a)1. is consistent with section 19.36(10)(b) which prohibits an authority from 

releasing “[i]nformation relating to the current investigation of a possible criminal offense or 

possible misconduct connected with employment by an employee prior to disposition of the 

investigation.”  That statute clearly focuses on records connected with employment.  Both 

sections 19.356(2)(a)1. and 19.36(10) were created by 2003 Wisconsin Act 47.  Reading the 

statutes together leads to the conclusion that the required notice to a record subject under 

section 19.356(2)(a)1. is restricted to an authority proposing to release records that are the result 

of an investigation into disciplinary matters or possible misconduct connected with employment 

created by the employer.  As noted earlier, the notification need only be provided to the record 

subject to whom the record pertains.  That an individual merely is named in the record is not 

sufficient to trigger the notification requirement. 

 

 Section 19.356(9)(a) requires an authority to provide notice “to a record subject who is an 

officer or employee of the authority holding a local public office or a state public office[.]” 

Under subsection (9)(a), an authority need provide the requisite notice only to public officers 

who are employed by the authority releasing the records.  Subsection (9)(a), however, does not 

restrict the duty to notify to the class of records listed in subsection (2)(a); it requires notice 

when any records are going to be released.2 

 

                                                 
 2I note that 2003 Wisconsin Act 47 also amended section 19.34(1), the statute which requires an 

authority to post its public record information.  The legislation added the sentence “The notice shall also 

separately identify each position of the authority that constitutes a local public office or a state public 

office.”  That language seems to be more restrictive than the language in section 19.356(9)(a) which on its 

face requires notification concerning the records of anyone who is an officer or employee of the authority 

holding a local public office or a state public office, without any limitation on whether the public or state 

office is a “position of the authority.”  Read together, these two statutes would seem to indicate that the 

duty to notify under subsection (9)(a) refers to officers who are officers of the authority itself, not also 

officers who happen to hold a public or state office unrelated to the authority.  Resolution of that issue, 

however, is not necessary in this opinion. 
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 To summarize, if you propose to release a record that contains information pertaining to a 

private sector employee and the record was prepared by the employee’s employer, you must 

provide the employee notice of your intent to release the record and may not release the record 

unless the employee authorizes the release.  If any of the records you propose to release are 

records obtained by DCI through a subpoena or search warrant, you must provide the requisite 

notice to the person to whom the record pertains.  Finally, if any of the records you propose to 

release contain information relating to an investigation by an employer into a disciplinary matter 

or possible employment-related violation by an employee of that employer, you must provide the 

requisite notice to the record subject to whom the record pertains. 

 

 This analysis applies only to notice provisions of the public records law, as amended, and 

does not alleviate any obligation to conduct a balancing test or otherwise comply with additional 

provisions of the public records law. 

 

      Very truly yours, 

 

 

 

      Peggy A. Lautenschlager 

      Attorney General 

 

PAL:AL:lkw 

 

CAPTION:  Section 19.356(1) and (2) of the Wisconsin Statutes discussed. 
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